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i was able to download most of the drivers from the acer website, but one driver failed. the driver i downloaded was the "driver for windows vista/7". i've tried to install the driver and it failed. i
tried searching the internet, but i'm not able to find a driver for vista. when i rebooted the computer, it didn't recognize the device. i'm running windows 7 right now, and i don't know how to
check the drivers for my computer. help? i have a laptop that has a trackpad and touchpad. the trackpad works perfectly. the touchpad has no problem with the mouse. however, when i try to
right-click, it will not register the right click and it will do a left click instead. i have disabled the trackpad in device manager and restarted the computer, but it still does the same thing. if i try
to disable the trackpad in windows, it will not allow me to disable it. i have tried uninstalling all drivers and then reinstalling them, but it still does the same thing. i have a laptop with windows
8.1. what else can i do? i've got a new acer v3-772g, and the touchpad is dead. i'm not sure if it's a driver issue, but i've tried 3 different sets of drivers from acer support website, and none of
them work. there's nothing wrong with the trackpad (i've tried the trackpad, and it works fine), it's just the touchpad. so, i'm stuck here, i don't know what to do. i'm not sure if i can even use
this laptop. the problem, is that there are no drivers out there for windows 7 and i don't know how to get it to work, because the drivers for windows 8 don't work. the 8.1 drivers actually work if
you are willing to risk formatting and re-installing windows 7. so, any suggestions?
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